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Product Market View
Insight into all developments in your product group

How is your product group performing in the market today? Our Product 
Market View service provides you with a comprehensive report of market 
developments, including our Product Manager’s opinion on the direction in 
which the product group is moving.

How does it work?

You want to know how a product group is developing on the Royal FloraHolland marketplace. Our 

Product Manager is the ideal sparring partner. As a market expert, he or she translates large-scale data 

sources into valuable insights about the product group. Including qualitative knowledge of many relevant 

developments within the product group. The Product Manager collects additional information and obtains 

information from market players such as breeders, growers and buyers.

You receive a report with current data and a detailed vision on the direction of the product group, including 

for example the product life cycle and a strength-weakness analysis. This gives you insight into the 

developments in the product group and is an anchor point for determining your course.

Rates are valid until 31-12-2022 Travel costs for the Netherlands are included, international travel costs are not. Only available if you are active in 

the product group. If no (commercial) information is shareable for a product group, we cannot compile a Product Market View. We check this in 

advance against the information policy of Royal FloraHolland.

roduct Market Report basic Product Market Report Plus

Intake interview check  check

Presentation at your location check  check

Comprehensive report including:   

Management summary check check

 Product group developments based on 
Royal FloraHolland transaction data  check  check 

 Product manager vision  check  check

 Insight into promotional activities times  check

 Insight into consumer trends times  check

Detailed product information, such as 
genetics and manufacturing countries

times  check 

Sliding scale discount when buying more 
than one Product Market Report

 check  check 

€ 1.195,- € 1.495,-

What does it cost?


